OUR NEW ERMAKSAN FIBERMAK RAPTOR FIBER LASER MACHINE
IS OPERATIONAL & READY FOR YOUR LASER CUTTING NEEDS!

One logo’d pen = 20+ NEW! brand impressions

Personalize pens with your logo or mantra!
Elegant Metal & Italian Eco-Friendly Plastic Pens
Bella Stylus Pens
MOQ is only 100!
Your brand will look beautiful on the
Bella click action metal ballpoint pen.
Engrave your logo or text on the barrel
in rose gold to complement the
trim. Order pens on their own or add
to your Planner to complement your
design and binding. German
engineered refills.
For less than $200 you can have 100
beautiful Bella pens to promote your
brand!

$1.85 (CDN)
$1.65 (US)
one location laser imprinting

Harmony Pens
MOQ is now only 100!
The Harmony click action metal
ballpoint pen is a top selling
business pen.
Engrave your logo or special
message on the barrel in gold to
complement the trim. Make it a set
by adding this pen to your planner.
New! 100 minimum order quantity.

$1.75 (CDN)
$1.55 (US)
one location laser imprinting

Write Impression Pens
MOQ is now only 100!
Make your branding pop and words
flow!
You can’t go wrong with the Write
Impression metal twist action
ballpoint pen with stylus.
This quality metal pen writes fluidly
and comes in black or white so
your logo gets top notch
impressions.
Order as few as 100 pens
$1.65 (CDN)
$1.45 (US)
one location laser imprinting

Eco-Friendly Pens
MOQ is now 500!
SIGMA COMPOSTABLE PENS
The SIGMA pen is a stylish AND ecofriendly, Italian-made plastic
ballpoint pen.
Formed into soft plastic from a
biodegradable corn starch material,
this guilt-free pen decomposes in
an outdoor landfill in about 3 weeks.
Order 500 or more of these pens!

$1.30 (CDN)
$1.10 (US)

Eco-Friendly Pens
MOQ is 500!
PIEDMONT RPET PENS
Each click action plastic Piedmont
RPET ballpoint pen is made from
one plastic water bottle.
This means one less water bottle
in landfill and our oceans.
Multiple clip and barrel imprinting
possibilities. German engineered
blue and black ink refills.
An RPET pen sends a message
that you care about the planet.

$1.30 (CDN)
$1.10 (US)

Eco-Friendly Pens
MOQ is now 500!
PIEDMONT RECYCLED PENS
All parts of the Piedmont Recycled
click action ballpoint pen (with the
exception of the ink and spring) are
made from recycled post-consumer
plastic.
Imprinting is available on the clip and
barrel of this pen. German engineered
blue and black ink refills.
This pen is a perfect complement to
an eco-friendly planner.
Order 500 or more pens on own or
kit with your Planner!

$1.30 (CDN)
$1.10 (US)

Add a metal or eco-friendly Italian pen to your Planner
AND we’ll design a FREE pen hoop!
Request a Quote
Email Josh your high resolution artwork (horizontal logo and/or message) and we’ll
create a FREE virtual!
Note: Pricing is based on one imprint location and one colour; multi-colours and locations
are possible (additional fee).

1-888-988-6275 x 106
joshm@mcrlprinting.com
www.mcr lprinting.com

